We are intrigued with all we hear about Scandinavia’s culinary evolution, and 2020 is the year we will go. We’ll savor dishes influenced by Nordic and Viking traditions and sample neo-Nordic cuisine. Scandinavia’s achingly gorgeous scenery will be a feast for our eyes—Instagram-worthy mountains and brilliant blue fjords. Our journey will include the kingdoms of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden with stays in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm. A smörgåsbord of experiences—and **hygge** await. **Skål!**

**STOCKHOLM / COPENHAGEN / OSLO**

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Sightseeing in the beautiful cities of Stockholm, Copenhagen and Oslo and their unique neighborhoods from Oslo’s hip Grünerløkka to Stockholm’s historic Gamla Stan (Old Town).
- Explore famed markets and food halls: Östermalm’s Saluhall, Torvehallerne and Mathallen.
- A smørrebrød class—make and enjoy the region’s beloved open-face sandwiches.
- Learn about Stockholm’s food-tech evolution at the Urban Oasis, in the heart of the city.
- A visit to Oslo’s Beer Academy to learn, taste – and enjoy!
- A walking & tasting tour of Copenhagen that weaves in the history of Danish cuisine—starting with the Vikings, and a hands-on cooking class.
- Visits to unique museums like the Vasa and the Spirit Museum to learn about Stockholm’s relationship with alcohol.
- Sail overnight on a cruise-like ferry with loads of amenities and stunning vistas.

**PICK YOUR DATE!**

May 18-28, 2020  
June 7-17, 2020

**COST** $4,495.00  
(per person based on double occupancy)  
**SINGLE SUPPLEMENT** $665.00

**COMING SOON**: full itinerary, registration materials, and details regarding a post-tour trip to Bergen!